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Abstract 

Ehrenfeucht. A. and R. McConnell, A k-structure generalization of the theory of 2-structures, 

Theoretical Computer Science 132 (1994) 209-227. 

The prime tree decomposition of graphs facilitates the solution of a number of important combina- 

torial problems. The decomposition is also known as modular decomposition and substitution 

decomposition. It has been generalized to 2-structures and to k-ary relations, but while both of these 

generalizations give the decomposition on graphs as a special case, neither is a generalization of the 

other. In this paper, we propose a type of edge-colored hypergraph, which we will call a k-structure. 

We define the modular decomposition of k-structures, and generalize the essential algebraic 
properties. This unifies the prime tree decompositions on 2-structures and k-ary relations, by giving 

them as special cases, and extends the decomposition to k-structures that are neither 2-structures nor 

k-ary relations. In addition, we show that any indecomposable k-structure on n > 3 nodes contains 

a smaller indecomposable substructure that has at least n-k nodes. This is a generalization of 

a previously known result on graphs and 2-structures, that is, where k=2. The generalization to 

k-ary relations that it gives as a special case is also new. 

1. Introduction 

Given a finite graph G, suppose there is a partition P of the nodes of G such that for 

any two distinct partition classes X, YEP, either every element of X is adjacent to 

every element of Y, or no element of X is adjacent to any element of Y. Such 

a partition of G is known as a congruence partition. Afactor is the subgraph induced in 

G by a partition class in P. The quotient graph, G/P, is a graph whose nodes are the 

partition classes of P: If X, YEP and X # Y, then (X, Y) is an edge in G/P if the 
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members of Y are adjacent to those of X. The quotient and the factors corresponding 

to its nodes uniquely specify G. 

This decomposition is not unique; there may be many congruence partitions on 

a graph. In addition, it is possible that the quotient and the factors may themselves be 

decomposed recursively, giving a nested decomposition. A set of fundamental proper- 

ties have been proven about the congruence partitions and their partition classes. 

From these properties one may derive a unique nested decomposition of the graph, 

called the prince treefamily [9, lo], which represents all congruence partitions. 

The prime tree family was first described by Gallai [12], and has since been 

rediscovered independently by different researchers. The decomposition is also known 

as the substitution decomposition [19], modular decomposition [23], and the X-join 

decomposition [14]. The partition classes in the congruence partitions are known as 

clans [9], closed sefs [123, modules [23], autonomous sets [19], purtitive sets [13], 
clumps [l], and stable sets [25]. The series-parallel decomposition of general series- 

parallel orders [32] is a special case of this decomposition. The decomposition is also 

closely related to the split decomposition of Cunningham and Edmonds [S]. Kelly [16] 

gives a survey of the history of the idea. 

There is a large number of combinatorial problems on graphs and partial orders 

whose solution may be facilitated by the prime tree family of the graph or partial 

order. Examples include finding maximum-weight cliques and maximum-weight 

matchings, minimum node colorings [2], finding the dimension of a partial order 

[29], constructing perfect graphs [2], finding whether a graph is a comparability 

graph [28], and solving certain scheduling problems [26]. Miihring [19] gives 

a review. 

The prime tree family has also been generalized to infinite graphs and other 

structures of infinite size [22,15], but in this paper, we deal only with structures of 

finite size. Generalization of the decomposition to other finite structures besides 

graphs has proceeded in two directions. The first generalization of the decomposition 

is to 2-structures [9, lo]. If D is a set, Ez (D) denotes the set {(x,y), x, yeD and x # y}. 

A 2-structure [9] is a set D and a partition, or “coloring”, of the members of E*(D). 

A directed graph is a special case of a 2-structure, since it is a partition of E*(D) into 

those members that are edges in the graph and those that are not. An undirected 

graph is a special case of a directed graph, where whenever (x, y) is a directed edge, 

(y,x) is also an edge. Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [9, lo] give a generalization of the 

notion of the congruence partition to 2-structures and prove the fundamental proper- 

ties for the generalization. 

The second generalization has been to k-ary relations. If D is a set, a k-ary relation 

on D is a subset of Dk. A graph is a special case where k = 2: D is the set of nodes and 

the edges of the graph are a subset of D x D. Miihring and Radermacher [22] give the 

generalization of the decomposition to k-ary relations and prove the fundamental 

theorems. The fundamental theorems on either k-ary relations or on 2-structures give 
the analogous theorems on graphs as a special case. Reflexive elements of the form 

(x, x, . . , x) are irrelevant to the congruence partitions, so for this paper we will assume 
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without loss of generality that a k-ary relation is antireflexive. The generalization of 

the prime tree family to k-ary relations has applications in the decomposition of 

nondeterministic automata [30,31]. 

Although 2-structures and k-ary relations are both generalizations of the notion of 

a graph, neither is a generalization of the other. In this paper, we propose a generaliz- 

ation of 2-structures and their congruence partitions to structures called k-structures. 

Antireflexive k-ary relations and 2-structures are special cases of k-structures. In 

addition, there are k-structures that are not k-ary relations or 2-structures, so the 

generalization is a proper one. We give theorems on k-structures that give the 

fundamental properties of congruence partitions on 2-structures and antireflexive 

k-ary relations as special cases. Our approach is to show that congruence partitions 

on k-structures satisfy the requirements of the general algebraic model for congruence 

partitions developed by Miihring and Radermacher [22] on previous structures. 

We then give a result on primitive k-structures that is new also for k-ary relations. 

Primitive k-structures are k-structures that have only trivial congruence partitions. In 

the cases of graphs and 2-structures, these are known as primitive [9] or prime [19]. 

The maximum size of primitive subgraph is the critical element for the usefulness of 

the decomposition in many of the graph algorithms that make use of the decomposi- 

tion. Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [l l] show that every primitive 2-structure on n > 2 

nodes contains a primitive substructure that has at least n - 2 nodes. This establishes 

the existence of a secondary decomposition of primitive structures in terms of 

a recursive series of smaller primitive structures. We show that every primitive 

k-structure has a primitive substructure that has at least n-k nodes, establishing 

a similar decomposition for primitive k-structures. 

2. Preliminaries 

Let C$ be a mapping from a set X onto a set Y. Then 4(x) denotes the element of Y to 

which 4 maps x. If X’ E X, then 4(X’) denotes the set {y: y= 4(x) for some XEX’). 

Let e=(xl,xZ,..., xk) be a sequence of not necessarily distinct members of X. Then 

4(e) denotes (4(x1),4(x2), . . . , $(xk)). The image of x, X’, and e denotes 4(x), 4(X’), 

and 4(e), respectively. IfyE Y, then c#-‘(y)denotes the set (x: ~$(x)=y}. If Y’ E Y, then 

4-‘( Y’) denotes the set {x: $(x)E Y’). If e=(yl,y,, . . . ,yk) is a sequence of not 

necessarily distinct elements of Y, then c$- l(e) denotes the set of k-tuples given by 

(1 x1,x2 ,..., xk): ~(xt)=yi for each ie{1,2 ,..., k} }. The inverse image of y, Y’, and 

e denotes 4-‘(y), &‘(Y’), and $-l(e), respectively. 

Let D be a set. A family P of subsets of D is a partition ofD if u P = D, and for every 

pair P, , P,EP such that P1 # PZ, P1 n P2 =8. P defines a mapping & of D onto P: 
c&(x) = P, where P is the member of P that contains x. A system of representatives of P is 
asetSsuchthatS~UPandforanyPEP,PnS=l.AsetDisasingletonsetifIDI=l. 

Let X and Y be two sets. X and Y overlap if X- Y, X n Y and Y-X are all 

nonempty. 
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Definition. A family F of sets is a point-partitive hypergraph [4] if it has the following 

properties 

(1) UFEF, and the singleton subsets of IJF are each members of F. 
(2) For any pair X, YEF, if X and Y overlap, then X - Y, Y-X, X n Y and X u Y 

are also members of F. 

Theorem 2.1 [22]. Let F be a point-partitive hypergraph, and let F’ be the members of 

F that overlap no members of F. [f XEF’, let parent(X) denote the minimum-cardinality 

YEF’ such that X c Y. 
(1) The parent relation dejines a tree. If YEF’ and 1 YI > 1, then the children of Y in 

T are in a partition of X. 

(2) Every member of F is a union of siblings in T. Each nonleaf member X of F’ has 

one of the following properties 
(a) X is q-complete: the union of any subfamily of its children is a member of F; 

(b) X is q-primitive: Other than X and each of its children, no union of a subfamily of 
its children is a member of F. 

(c) X is q-linear: There is a linear ordering of children of X such that a union of 

a subfamily of its children is a member of F if and only if those children are consecutive 
in the linear order. 

Definition. If F is a point-partitive hypergraph, a set XEF is prime in F if it overlaps 

no other member of F. The prime tree representation of F is the following: Let F’ be the 

family of prime members of F. Label each member of F’ as q-complete, q-primitive, or 

q-linear, in accordance with Theorem 2.1. Supply pointers from each member X of F’ 
to its children, i.e., to the maximal-cardinality members of F’ that are proper 

subsets of X. If X is q-linear, supply the linear ordering of its children specified by 

Theorem 2.1. 

Using the rules given by Theorem 2.1, it is then trivial to determine whether any 

subset of IJF is a member of F. One advantage of this representation is that it 

represents F in O(n) space, where n= ( iJ FJ, even though F may have as many as 2” 

members. 

3. k-structures and their prime tree families 

Definition. Let D be a finite set. A sequence (x1, x2, . . . , xk) is a heterogeneous sequence 

on D of length k if there exist i,jE{1,2,...,k} such that xi # xP Ek(D) is the set of 

heterogeneous sequences on D of length k. Following the approach used for 2-struc- 

tures in [S], we define a k-structure on domain D to be a function g : E,(D) + A, where 

A is a given set of labels. For notational convenience, if eEEk(D), we will sometimes 

call g(e) the color of e. 

If g is k-structure on domain D, the elements of D are its nodes. D will be denoted 

dam(g), and the elements of &(dom(g)) are the edges of g. 
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Note that when k = 2, this definition is equivalent to the definition of a 2-structure. 

An antireflexive k-ary relation on D is a subset R of Ek(D). Alternatively, it may be 

viewed as a k-structure E,(D) + {0, l}, w h ere g(e)= 1 iff eeR. Thus, results about 

k-structures apply both to 2-structures and to k-ary relations. 

Definition. Suppose g is a k-structure and e = (xi, x2, . . . , xk) is an edge of g. Then the 

support oJ’e, denoted supp(e), is the set (x: i~(1,2, . , k}}. For a given i, xi is the ith 

projection of e, and is denoted xi(e). 

Definition. If g is a k-structure Ek(dom(g)) -+ A and X E dam(g), then the substructure 

induced in g by X, denoted g 1 X, is the function E,(X)-+A, such that whenever 

ecE,(X), (g 1 X) (e) =g(e). That is, it is the coloring of the elements EL(X) that is given 

by their coloring in g. g ) X is proper substructure of g if X is a proper subset of dam(g). 

Definition. Let g be a k-structure E,(dom(g)) + A, and let P be a partition of dam(g). 

P is a set family, so each member of E,(P) is a sequence of sets. P is a congruence 

partition on g if for each eE&(P), and each e,fe#Pi(e), g(e)=g(f). That is, it is 

a congruence partition if all members of 4; l(e) are the same color in g. In this case, 

the quotient g/P is the k-structure E,(P) --f A, where (g/P) (&(e))=g(e) for any 

eeEk(dom(g)). That is, g/P is the k-structure whose domain is P, where the color of 

each member of E,(P) is given by the color of the edges in its inverse image. The 

factors are the substructures indicated in g by members of P. 

The quotient g/P and the factors g 1 P for PEP determine g uniquely. Indeed, let 

eEE#om(g)). If &.(e)EEk(P), then g(e)=(g/P)(&(e)). On the other hand, if 

&(e)$E,(P), i.e. if &(e) is the vector (P, P, . . . , P) for some PEP, then eEEk(P) and 

s(e)=(sI P)(e). 

Example. Let g be a %structure, let dam(g)= (x1,x2, . . . , x6}, and Pi = {x1,x2,x3}, 

p2 = {x4>, p3 = { x5, x6}. Suppose P = (P,, P2, P3} is a congruence partition and that 

the quotient g/P and the corresponding factors are given. The color in g of 

e=(x,,x,,x,) is given by the color of &(e)=(P1,P2,P1) in g/P. Let e’=(x,,x2,x2). 

&(e’)=(P1,P1,P1)$E3(P), so the its color is not given by the quotient. However, e’ is 

an edge in the factor induced by P 1, so its color is given by its color there. 

Definition. Let g be a k-structure, and let X G dam(g). An edge eeEk(dom(g)) tran- 

scends X if supp(e) n X # 0 and supp(e) -X # 8. For a subset X E dam(g), let -x 

denote the following equivalence relation. For any pair e,fEEk(X), e -xfiff ni(e)$X 

or Qf)$X implies ni(e)=ni(S). X is a clan iff for any eEE,(dom(g)) such that 

e$Ek(X), e -,fimplies that g(e)=g(f). 

In other words, if there is a pair e,f of edges of g that transcend X, e and fare 

different colors, andfcan be obtained from e by substituting new elements of X for the 
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current elements of X in e, then X is not a clan. If there is no such pair of edges, then 

X is a clan. 

Example. Let g be a 3-structure, let dam(g)= {x1,x2,x3,x4}, and let X=(x1,x2}. 

The edge e=(xi,x,,x,) transcends X, since it contains xi~X and x3$X. The edge 

f=(x2,x3,x1) -X e. If X is a clan, then e and f must be the same color. 

Lemma 3.1. dam(g), the singleton subsets of dam(g), and the empty set are clans of g. 

Proof. dam(g) and the empty set are clans, since no edges transcend them. The 

singleton sets are clans, since if X is a singleton set, there is no pair of e,f&(dom(g)) 
such that ewxfand e #f. 0 

Definition. If g is a k-structure, then dam(g), the singleton subsets of dam(g), and the 

empty set are the trivial clans of y. 

Lemma 3.2. Let g be a k-structure and let P be a partition of dom( g). P is a congruence 

partition if and only if each member of P is a clan qf g. 

Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of congruence partitions and the 

definition of a clan. 0 

Theorem 3.3. The family of nonempty clans of a k-structure is a point-partitive kyper- 

graph. 

Proof. Let g be a k-structure, and let F denote its clans. By Lemma 3.1, dam(g) is 

a clan, so u F = dam(g) is a member of F. Also by Lemma 3.1, the singleton subsets of 

l,_j F are members of F. It remains to show that if X and Y are overlapping clans, 

X u Y, X n Y, X - Y, and Y-X are also clans. 

To show that X u Y is a clan, let aE(X n Y). Let e =(x1, x2, . , xk) be an edge that 

transcends Xu Y, and let xi be a member of e contained in Xu Y. If xi is in X, then 

e transcends X, and e’=(xi,xZ ,...,_ xi_l,a,xi+i, . . . . xk) is the same color as e. An 

identical argument shows that e’ is the same color as e if xi is in Y. Clearly, e’ 

transcends both X and Y. Since a is in both X and Y, any member of X or Y may be 

substituted for a to yield an edge of the same color as e. It follows that X u Y is a clan 

of g. 

To show that Xn Y is a clan, let e=(xl, x2,, . . , xk) be an edge that transcends 

X n Y, and let xi be a member of e that is in X n Y. Clearly, e transcends either X or Y. 

Ifittranscends Y,thenlety~Y.Thene’=(x,,x~,...,x~_~,y,x~+~,...,x,)isthesame 

color as e is. This is true if y is any member of X n Y, so Xn Y is a clan of g. An 

identical argument shows the same result if e transcends X. 

To show that X- Y is a clan, let e=(x,, x2, . . . , xk) be an edge that transcends 

X- Y. Then e contains an element Xi that is in X- Y. Let a be any member of X- Y. 
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It suffices to show that f=(X1,X2, ... ,Xi-l,U,Xi+l,, ... ,Xk) is the same color as e. 

If e transcends X, this follows from the fact that X is a clan. Suppose e does 

not transcend X. Then e contains an element XjEX n Y. Let bE Y-X. Let 

e’=(x1,x2, . . . ,x~-~,~,x~+~, . . . ,x&. Since Y is a clan, e’ is the same color as e. 

However, e’ transcends X. Thus, substituting a for xi in e’ gives another edge err of the 

same color. Since e” transcends Y, substituting xj for y in e” gives another edge of the 

same color. However, this last edge isf, giving the result. 

By symmetry, Y-X is a clan. 0 

Definition. A clan X of g is prime if it overlaps no other clan of g. The prime tree family 

of g is the family of nonempty prime clans of g. If X is a nonsingleton member of the 

prime tree family, children,(X) denotes the maximal-cardinality members of the prime 

tree family that are proper subsets of X. 

By Theorems 3.3 and 2.1, the prime tree family is a representation for the family of 

clans of a k-structure. This representation requires O(n) space, where n is the number 

of nodes in the k-structure. By Lemma 3.2, this is also a representation of all 

congruence partitions on the k-structure. 

4. Properties of quotients and factors 

Definition. Given two k-structures g and g’, suppose there exists a mapping 4 from 

dam(g) to dom(g’) such that C$ is one-to-one and onto, and such that whenever e is an 

edge of g, e and 4(e) are the same color. Then g’ is a renaming of g. 

Proposition 4.1. Let g be a k-structure, let P be a congruence partition on g, and let S be 

a system of representatives from P. Then g 1 S is a renaming of g/P. 

Thus, we may use g 1 S and g/P interchangeably. The image in g/P of a node x of g is 

the member of P that contains x. When g 1 S is viewed as the quotient, the image of x is 

the representative in S of that member of P. 

Proposition 4.2 (Restriction rule). Let g be a k-structure, let X be a clan of g, and let 

Y be a subset of dam(g). Then X n Y is a clan of g 1 Y. 

Proposition 4.3 (Autonomous substructure rule). Let g be a k-structure, and let Y be 

a clan of g. The clans of g I Y are those clans of g that are contained in Y. 

Theorem 4.4 (Quotient rule). Let g be a k-structure, and let P be a family of clans of 

g that partitions dam(g). Then 

(1) If X is a clan of g, the image of X in g/P is a clan in g/P; 

(2) If Y is a clan of g/P then its inverse image is a clan in g. 
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Proof. (1) LetXbeaclanofg.LetP1={PnX:PEPandPnX#Q)}.LetP2={P: 

PEP and PnX is empty). Let S1 be a system of representatives from PI, let 

S2 be a system of representatives from P2, and let Y=Si uSz. By the restriction 

rule (4.2) S1 =X n Y is a clan of g 1 Y, since X is a clan of g. Y is a system of 

representatives from P, so g 1 Y is a renaming of g/P. S1 is a renaming of the image of 

X in g/P, and since S1 is a clan of g 1 Y, we conclude that the image of X in g/P is 

a clan in g/P. 

(2) Let X’ be a clan of g/P, and let X be its inverse image in g. Suppose X is not 

a clan of g. Then there exist two distinct edges e, and ez of g such that e, -X e2, but 

g(el) # (e2). Let e; = &(el) and let ei = &(e2). That is e’, and e; are the images of e, 

and ez, respectively, in g/P. Since g(el)=(g/P) (e;) and g(e2)=(g/P) (e;), it follows 

that (g/P) (e’J Z (g/P) 6%). Since (g/P) (e;) -xz (g/P) (e;), this contradicts the as- 

sumption that X’ is a clan in g/P. 0 

The restriction rule (4.2), the autonomous substructure rule (4.3), the quotient rule 

(4.4) and Theorem 3.3 are the fundamental properties of the decomposition, and are 

the basis of the subsequent results of this paper. 

Definition. Let g be a k-structure. Then g is primitive if all of its clans are trivial. It is 

complete if every subset of dam(g) is a clan of g. It is linear if there exists a linear 

ordering of dam(g) such that a X 5 &m(g) is a clan if and only if the members of X are 

consecutive in the linear order. 

If g is a k-structure and jdom(g)I < 3, g is clearly primitive, complete, and linear. If 

dam(g) > 3, it can fall into at most one of these categories. The following definition is 

useful. 

Definition. If g is a k-structure, then g is strongly primitive, strongly complete, or 

strongly linear if Idom(g)l 3 3 and it is primitive, complete, or linear, respectively. 

Lemma 4.5. If all edges of a k-structure are the same color, it is complete. If a k- 

structure is strongly complete, all of its edges are the same color. 

Proof. Let g be a k-structure. If all edges of g are the same color, it is clearly complete. 

Conversely, suppose g is strongly complete. Thus, it has at least three nodes. Let e be 

an arbitrary edge of g. Let a substitution operation on e denote the result of changing 

e to a different edge e’ by changing the node in position i of e to a different node of g, 

subject to the constraint that lsupp(e) u supp(e’)/ 3 3. Let x be the old node and let y be 

the new node. Since g is complete, {x, y} is a clan of g. Since (supp(e)usupp(e’)I 3 3, 

e and e’ transcend {x, y}. Thus, e and e’ are the same color. Any edge of g may be 

obtained from any other by a series of substitution operations, so all of edges of g are 

the same color. 0 
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Lemma 4.6. Let q be a k-structure, and let X be a nonsingleton prime clan of q. Then 
(g 1 X)/children,(X) is primitive, complete, or linear. (q 1 X)/children,(X) is primitive, 
complete, or linear if and only if X is q-primitive, q-complete, or q-linear, respectively. 

Proof. Follows from Theorems 2.1 and 3.3, and the quotient rule (4.4) 0 

The terms q-primitive, q-linear, and q-complete are derived from the fact that the 

quotient (q IX)/children,(X) is primitive, linear, or complete. Strongly q-primitive 

means that this quotient is strongly primitive. Strongly q-linear and strongly q- 

complete are defined similarly. 

Theorem 4.7. There exists no strongly linear k-structure when k > 2. 

Proof. Suppose there is a linear arrangement of nodes of a k-structure so that each set 

of consecutive elements is a clan. Let (1,2,3, . . . , n) denote the nodes in this order. We 

use the property that if X is a clan and e = (x1, . . . , xk) is an edge that transcends X, 

then the elements of X may be freely substituted in e for the elements X,EX without 

changing the color of the resulting edge. Any edge of the k-structure may be obtained 

from any other by a series of such substitutions. 

Consider e = (1, n, 2,2, . . . , 2) and suppose it is red. Any edge with a single 1, a single 

n, and the rest 2’s are also red, which can be seen as follows. To move the n to 

a position occupied by a 2, change that 2 to a n and change the original n to a 2. The 

result is a red edge since {2, . . . , n} is a clan, and the edge at each transition contains 

1 and a member of {2, . . . , n}. Moving a 1 to a position occupied by a 2 is done the same 

way, using the fact that (1,2} is a clan. Moving the 1 or n to arbitrary positions can be 

done with one or more moves where you move the 1 or n to a position occupied by a 2. 

Consider an arbitrary edge f = (x1, x2, . , xk). Let Xi be a minimum element off; and 

let Xj be a maximum one. Note that Xi <xj, since f is a heterogeneous sequence. 

Change Xi to a 1. This does not change the color, since { 1,2, . . , xj- 1} is a clan that 

contains xi, and not xj. Change xj to n. This does not change the color, since 

{ 2,3, , n} is a clan that contains xj, but not xi = 1. Similarly, the other entries can all 

be changed to 2’s, either because { 1,2, . . , n- l> is a clan or because {2,3,. . , n} is 

a clan. The result is an edge with one 1, one n, and the rest 2’s, which is red. Thus, 

every edge of the k-structure is red, which means it is complete, not linear, by 

Lemma 4.5. 0 

Corollary. If g is a k-structure where k> 2, every member of its prime tree family is 

q-primitive or q-complete. 

5. A hereditary property of primitive k-structures 

Two k-structures q and h are isomorphic if there exists a one-to-one mapping 4 of 

the nodes of g onto the nodes of h such that e and e’ are the same color in g if and only 
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if 4(e) and $(e’) are the same color in h. This does not require that e and 4(e) be the 

same color. 

The prime tree decomposition is important partly because it shows how a non- 

primitive k-structure may be described in terms of smaller k-structures. However, the 

decomposition gives nothing meaningful when the k-structure is primitive. When 

a k-structure is nonprimitive, the decomposition gives the k-structure in terms of 

smaller k-structures that are primitive, complete, or linear. There is only one complete 

k-structure on n nodes for any k, and only one linear 2-structure on n nodes, up to 

isomorphism. Their structure is trivially given in terms of smaller substructures. On 

the other hand, even in the restricted case of partial order graphs, the proportion of 

graphs that are primitive goes to 1.0 as y1 goes to infinity [21]. Thus, complete and 

linear k-structures are special cases, while the primitive class is a quite general 

category for the remaining k-structures in the decomposition. 

Of fundamental importance, therefore, is how primitive k-structures may be de- 

scribed in terms of smaller structures. Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [ll] and Schmerl 

and Trotter [24] give the following theorem about primitive 2-structures. 

Theorem 5.1. Let g be a strongly primitive 2-structure. There exists a set D’ c dam(g) 
such that gID’ is primitive, and ID’I>Idom(g)/-2. 

This theorem shows that strongly primitive 2-structures may be expressed 

recursively in terms of a chain of ever-smaller strongly primitive substructures, the 

smallest having either three or four nodes. (This statement of the theorem differs from 

the original, since we include two-node 2-structures in the class of primitive 

2-structures.) 

Consider the primitive k-structure where an edge e is green if supp(e) = k, and red if 

supp(e)< k. The substructure induced by k or more nodes is primitive, but the 

substructure induced by fewer than k nodes has only red edges, and is thus complete. 

It follows that any primitive substructure on k nodes contains no primitive substruc- 

ture on greater than two nodes. Thus, Theorem 5.1 does not hold for k-structures. In 

addition, the techniques of [l l] do not lead to an obvious generalization of Theorem 

5.1 to k-structures. 

The main result of this section is the following generalization of Theorem 5.1 

Theorem 5.2. Let g be a strongly primitive k-structure. There exists a set D’ c dam(g) 

such that g/D’ is primitive, and 1 D’I B Idom(g)l- k. 

This theorem shows that a primitive k-structure may be expressed in terms of 

a chain of ever-smaller primitive substructures. However, the difference in size be- 

tween consecutive substructures in the chain is at most k instead of at most 2. 

Definition. Let g be a k-structure. Let gPx denote gl(dom(g)-{x}), and let g_-x,Y 

denote g I (D’- {x,y}). A set X G dam(g) is a quasi&n if there exists xEdom(g) such 
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thatX-{x)isaclaning_,. Any subset of the set {z: zgdom( g) and X - {z} is a clan in 

g -=> is an enabling set for X. 

Note that dam(g) and its singleton subsets are trivial quasiclans. 

Lemma 5.3. Let g be a k-structure, and suppose that X is a quasiclan of g, Y is an 

enabling set for X, 1 Yj > k, and X - Y is nonempty. Then X is a clan of g. 

Proof. Let e=(xi,xz, . . . . xk) be any edge of g that transcends X. Find i such that 

x+X. Let e’ be an edge obtained from e by making xi into a different node of X. 

It suffices to show that e and e’ must always be the same color. To do this, we let e” 

be an edge obtained from e by making xi be a node of X- Y. Then 

\(supp(e)usupp(e”))n YJ< k. Since 1 YI >k, there exists YEY such that e and e” are 

edges in g-y. X - { y} is a clan in g-y and both e and e” transcend X - { y}, so e and e” 

are the same color. Identical reasoning shows that e’ and e” are the same color. 

Transitively, e and e’ are the same color. 0 

The thrust of the proof of Theorem 5.2 is the following. If g is a k-structure with 

a strongly primitive substructure, let D’ be a maximum-cardinality proper subset of 

dam(g) such that g 1 D’ is primitive. We define a type of nontrivial subset of dam(g) 

called a sprout. If a sprout exists, we show that it is a quasiclan, it contains one element 

of D’, and dam(g) - D’ is an enabling set. If I dam(g)- D’I > k, then by Lemma 5.3, the 

sprout is a clan of g. Similarly, if no sprout exists, then we show that D’ is a quasiclan 

and dam(g)- D’ is an enabling set, so if Idom(g)- D’I > k, D’ is a clan of g. Thus, if 

Jdom(g)-D’I> k, g is not primitive. This establishes Theorem 5.2 for any primitive 

k-structure that has a strongly primitive substructure. 

The foregoing is established in Lemma 5.8 below. To complete the proof of 

Theorem 5.2, we then show that any strongly primitive k-structure with more than 

k+2 nodes has a strongly primitive substructure. This is obtained by a similar 

applications of quasiclan idea of Lemma 5.3 and the fundamental properties of the 

prime tree decomposition given by the restriction rule (4.2) the autonomous substruc- 

ture rule (4.3), the quotient rule (4.4), and Theorem 3.3. 

Lemma 5.4. Let g be a k-structure such that Idom(g)l>2, and let D’ be a max- 

imum-cardinality proper subset of dam(g) such that g I D’ is primitive. Then for any 

xEdom(g) - D’ and any nontrivial clan X ofg ) D’u {x}), either X = D’, or X = {x,x’}, 

where x’ED’. 

Proof. Any one- or two-element subset of dam(g) induces a primitive substructure in 

g, so D’ exists. The lemma is obvious when ID’ I = 2. If I D'1 > 2 and a nontrivial clan 

X fails to satisfy the lemma, then X n D’ is a nontrivial clan of g I D’ by the restriction 

rule (4.2). This contradicts the assumed primitivity of g I D’. 0 
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Definition. Let g be a k-structure, let D’ c dam(g) be a maximal-cardinality subset of 

&m(g) such that g/D’ is primitive, and let xgdom(g)-D’. If D’ is a clan in 

g 1 (D’u {x}), then x is globalfor D in g. If { x,x’) is a clan for some x’ED’, then x is local 

for D’ in g. If x is both global and local for D’, then x is mixed for D’ in g. 

Lemma 5.5. Let g be a nonprimitive k-structure that has a strongly primitive sub- 

structure. Let D’ be a maximum-cardinality subset of dam(g) such that g 1 D’ is strongly 

primitive. If xedom(g)- D’, then x is either local or global for D’, but not mixed. If it is 

local, then there is a unique x'ED' such that {x,x’} is a clan of g/(D’u(x}). 

Proof [Ill. By Lemma 5.4,x is global or local for D’. 

1 D’I > 2, since g I D’ is strongly primitive. Suppose x is both global and local for D’. 

Then (x, y> and D’ are overlapping clans of g l(D’u {x)), for some LED’. D’- { y} is 

a clan of g I(D’u {x}) by Theorem 3.3. By the restriction rule (4.2) it is a nontrivial clan 

of g 1 D’, a contradiction. Suppose (x, y} and {x, z} are two clans of g I(D’u {x}) for 

some ZED’ and z # y. The clans overlap, so {x,y,z} is also a clan of g I(D’u{x>). By 

the restriction rule (4.2) ( y, z } is a nontrivial clan of g ID’, a contradiction. Thus, x’ = y 

is unique. 0 

Definition. Let g, D’, and x be as in Lemma 5.5. If x is local, then uni,(D’, x) denotes 

the unique XED such that (x,x’> is a clan of gl(D’u{x}). The set (x’}u{y: 

uni,(D’, y)=x’} is a sprout on D’ in g, and x’ is the sprout’s stem. 

Lemma 5.6. Let g be a nonprimitive k-structure that has a strongly primitive substruc- 

ture, and let D’ be a maximum-cardinality subset of its domain such that g I D’ is strongly 

primitive. Any nontrivial clan X of g has one of the following three properties 

(1) It contains D’ and all of its sprouts. 

(2) It is contained in a sprout on D’. 

(3) It is disjoint from D’ and its sprouts. 

Proof. D’E X or IX nD’I < 1, since Xn D’ is a clan of g I D’ by the restriction rule 

(4.2), and g I D’ is primitive. 

Suppose D’ c X, and there is an element x that is local for D’ but not contained in 

X. By the restriction rule (4.2) Xn(D’u {x})= D’ is a clan of g I (D’u (x}). Thus, x is 

global. By Lemma 5.5, x cannot be local, a contradiction. It follows that X contains D’ 

and all of its local elements, hence all of its sprouts. 

Suppose )X n D'l = 1. Let x’ be the element of )X n D’J, and let x be any other 

element of X. By the restriction rule (4.2) X n(D’u {x}) = {x, x’} is a clan of D’u {x}, 

so uni(D’,x)=x’ for any XEX - {x’). Thus, X is contained in a sprout. 

Suppose X n D’ =8. Let XEX. X is a clan in g i(D’ u X) by the restriction rule (4.2). 

h=gl(D’u(x}) g’ Ives a quotient of this substructure, where the image of X is x, and 

the image of each node of D’ is itself. If x is local for D’, then (x, uni(D’, x)} is a clan in 

h, and its inverse image, Xv {uni(D’, x)} is a clan of g by the quotient rule (4.4). This 
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clan has one element in common with D’, so it is contained in a sprout by the result of 

the previous paragraph. Otherwise, if x is global for D’, then D’ is a clan in h by the 

restriction rule (4.2). Its inverse image, D’, is a clan of g /(D/u X) . By the restriction 

rule (4.2), D’ is a clan in g I(D’ u {y}) for any y~x, so X consists of global elements, and 

is disjoint from any sprout. q 

A version of Lemma 5.6 for graphs is given as Theorem 1 of [S], 

Lemma 5.7. Let g be a nonprimitive k-structure that has a strongly primitive substruc- 

ture, and let D’ be a maximum-cardinality subset of dam(g) that induces a strongly 

primitive substructure. Each sprout on D’ is a clan in g, and the union of D’ and its sprout 

is also a clan in g. 

Proof. Let Z be the smallest clan of g that contains D’. 2 is unique, since if there were 

two such clans, their intersection would be a smaller one still, by Theorem 3.3 Let 

g’ =g 1 Z. Since Z is a clan of g, any clan of g’ is a clan of g by the autonomous 

substructure rule (4.3). 

Suppose there is a nontrivial clan X of g’. X cannot contain D’, since if it did, 

X would be a clan of g that contradicted the definition of Z. By Lemma 5.6, either 

(XnD’I=O or /XnD’l=l. If IXnD’(=l, let x’ be the element of XnD’. If 

(XnD’(=O,letx’beanarbitraryelementofX. Leth=g’(((dom(g’)-X)u{x’)). his 

a quotient of g’, where X is mapped to x’ and each element of dom( g ‘) - X is mapped 

to itself. 

No nontrivial clan of h can contain D’, since the inverse image of such a clan would 

be a nontrivial clan of g’ that contained D’, which we have shown cannot occur. Thus, 

if Idom(h)l >lD’I, h has a nontrivial clan that falls into Lemma 5.6 (2) or (3). We can 

thus apply the reasoning of the previous paragraph recursively on h to get a series of 

successive quotients. Eventually, this yields a quotient whose domain is D’. Each 

quotient arising from a clan that falls into Lemma 5.6(2) reduces the number of local 

elements in the result, and each quotient arising from one from Lemma 5.6(3) reduces 

the number of global elements. However, a clan from Lemma 5.6(3) could never 

remove the last global element, so we can conclude that 2 has no global elements, and 

that all quotients in the series arise from clans falling into Lemma 5.6(2). By Lemma 

5.6(l) Z is the union of D’ and its sprouts. 

In the composition of the series of quotient mappings, each sprout of g’ maps 

to its stem. Since the stem is a one-element set, hence a clan, each sprout is a clan 

of g’ by the quotient rule (4.4). Since the clans of g’ are clans of g, each sprout is 

a clan of g. 0 

Lemma 5.8. Let g be a primitive k-structure that has a strongly primitive proper 

substructure. Let D’ be a maximum-cardinality proper subset of dam(g) such that g I D’ is 

primitive. Then Idom(g)-D’l <k. 
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Proof. Suppose the lemma does not hold. Then I&m(g)-D’l>k+ 1. Let 

Y= &m(g)-D’. D’ and the stem of each sprout on D’ in g are not in Y. For any YE Y, 

g_y is not primitive, and D’ is a maximum-cardinality subset of g-y that induces 

a primitive substructure. If there are elements of &m(g) that are local for D’, let S be 

a sprout. S- {y} is a singleton set or a sprout in g_,,, hence a clan in g_4. by Lemma 

5.7. S is a quasiclan in g. Y is an enabling set for S, and since 1 YI 3 k + 1, S is a clan of 

g by Lemma 5.3. If there are no elements of Y that are local for D’, then D’ is a clan of 

ger by Lemma 5.7. Y is an enabling set for D’, so D’ is a nontrivial clan of g by Lemma 

5.3. In either case, g is not primitive. 0 

Lemma 5.8. gives Theorem 5.2 for all primitive substructures with strongly primi- 

tive proper substructures. It remains to show that if g is a primitive k-structure with at 

least k + 3 nodes, it has a strongly primitive substructure. This is the subject of the 

remainder of this section. 

Lemma 5.9. Let g be a nonprimitive k-structure such that Idom(g)l33. If g has no 
strongly primitive substructure, then g has a doubleton clan. 

Proof. Let X be a smallest nontrivial clan of g. If I X I > 2, then X has no proper subset 

that is a nontrivial clan of g. By the autonomous substructure rule (4.3), g I X contains 

no nontrivial clan, and is a strongly primitive substructure of g, a contradiction. 0 

Lemma 5.10. Let g be a nonprimitive k-structure that has no strongly primitive sub- 

structure. A doubleton subset D’ of dam(g) is a clan in g ifand only ifevery element of 
dam(g) - D’ is global or mixed for D’. 

Proof. (only if) Suppose D’ is a clan of g. By the restriction rule (4.2) it is a clan of 

g [(D’u (x}) for any xEdom(g)- D’. Thus, x is global or mixed for D’. 

(if) Let D’ be an arbitrary doubleton set such that every element of dam(g)-D’ is 

global or mixed for D’. Let W be the smallest clan of g that contains D’, and let 

h = g 1 W. W is unique, since the intersection of two such clans would be a still smaller 

clan containing D’ by Theorem 3.3. Then h has no nontrivial clan that contains D’ by 

the restriction rule (4.2). 

Suppose W=dom(h) #Dr. If Idom(h)>4, h has a doubleton clan, X, by Lemma 5.9. 

There exists XEX - D’, since D’ is not a clan of h, hence D’ # X. h’= h I (dam(h) - {x}) is 

a quotient of h, where X maps to the element of X - {_x} and the remaining elements of 

dam(h) map to themselves. If D’ is a clan in h’, the inverse image of D’ is a nontrivial 

clan in h that contains D’, a contradiction. Since D’ is not a clan in h’, we may apply 

the above argument recursively until we eventually derive a substructure h” on three 

elements that contains D’ and such that D’ is not a clan in h”. If { y] = dom(h”) - D’, y is 
neither global nor mixed for D’, a contradiction. Our assumption that W # D’ leads 

to a contradiction, so W= D’, proving that D’ is a clan. U 
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Lemma 5.11. Let g be a k-structure on n > 3 nodes that has no strongly primitive proper 
substructure, and let x and y be distinct elements of dam(g). If there is a set X that is 

a nontrivial clan in both g_x and g_,,, then g is not primitive. 

Proof. Since g 1 X contains no strongly primitive substructure, it has a doubleton clan, 

D’, by Lemma 5.9. Since X is a clan in both g-x and g_-y, D’ is a clan in both g_x and 

g _y by the autonomous substructure rule (4.3). Since D’ is a clan of g _x, all elements of 

dam(g)- D’- { } x are global or mixed for D’, by Lemma 5.10. By identical reasoning, 

all elements of dom( g) - D’ - { y} are global or mixed for D’. It follows that all elements 

of dom( g) - D’ are global or mixed for D’, so D’ is a clan of g _ z for any zgdom( g) - D’, 
by Lemma 5.10. By Lemma 5.3, D’ is a clan of g. 0 

Lemma 5.12. Let g be a nonprimitive k-structure that has no strongly primitive sub- 

structure. Then the prime tree family of g has no strongly q-primitive clans. 

Proof. A system of distinct representatives from the children of a strongly q-primitive 

member of the prime tree family would induce a strongly primitive substructure in g, 

a contradiction. 0 

Lemma 5.13. Let g be a nonprimitive k-structure, where k>2, and suppose g has no 

strongly primitive substructure. Let X c dam(g) such that 1x122. Then there are two 

disjoint clans of g, Yt and Y,, such that YI nX and Yz nX are a nontrivial partition 
OfX. 

Proof. Let Z be the least common ancestor of the members of X in the prime tree 

family of g. By Lemma 5.12 and the corollary to Lemma 4.6, Z is q-complete. Let U be 

one of Z’s children that contains a member of X. U and Z- U are disjoint clans of 

g that satisfy the definition of Y, and Y,. 0 

Lemma 5.14. Let X be a clan of g_x and suppose yEdom(g_,)-X. The intersection of 
X and any clan of g_y is a clan in g_x. 

Proof. Let Ybeaclanofg-,. Y-{x},andX-(y} areclansofg_,,,bytherestriction 

rule (4.2). (X- { y})n(Y- (x})=Xn Yis a clan ofg-,,, by Theorem 3.3. Xn Y is then 

a clan of g 1 X by the restriction rule (4.2). Since X is a clan of g _-x, X n Y is a clan of 

gWx by the autonomous substructure rule (4.3). 0 

Lemma 5.15. Let g be a k-structure, let X be a nontrivial clan of gmx, let 
ycdom(g_,)-X, and let Y be a clan of gmy such that Xn Y is nonempty. 

(1) If Y does not contain x, then X n Y is a clan in both gex and g--y 

(2) If Y contains x and 1 Y-X132, then X-Y is a clan in both g_x and g_4’. 
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Proof. (1) Applying Lemma 5.14 to both X and Y gives (1). 

(2) If X- Y is empty, it is trivially a clan in both g_x and g-.“. Otherwise, X and 

Y-(x} are overlapping clans of g_x,y. Thus X-(Y-{x})=X- Y is a clan of g_x,y. 

By the restriction rule (4.2) X- Y is a clan of g 1 X, and by the autonomous 

substructures rule (4.3) X- Y is a clan of gex. 

It remains to show that X-Y is a clan of g_y. Let U=dom(g_,)- Y)u{x’} for 

somex’~XnY.Udoesnotcontainx,soU~dom(g_,).(X-Y)nU=X-Yisaclan 

of g 1 U by the restriction rule (4.2) and the fact that X - Y is a clan of gex. However, 

g 1 U is the quotient of gey obtained by mapping Y to x’ and mapping each remaining 

element of dom(g_,) to itself. Since X - Y is a clan in this quotient, its inverse image, 

X - Y, is also a clan in g _4‘ by the quotient rule (4.4). 0 

Lemma 5.16. If g is a primitive k-structure with at least k+ 3 nodes, then g has 

a strongly primitive substructure. 

Proof. The lemma has been proven for the case of k = 2 [ 111. Suppose that k > 3, that 

g is a primitive k-structure on at least k + 3 nodes, and that g has no strongly primitive 

proper substructure. We will prove the lemma by showing that these assumptions lead 

to a contradiction. 

Claim 1. There is no W c dam(g) and u, vEdom(g) such that W is a nontrivial clan of 

both g_,, and g_r. 

Proof of Claim 1. If such a W exists, then g is nonprimitive by Lemma 5.11, 

a contradiction. 

Claim 2. Let x be a member of dam(g). If X is a nontrivial clan in g_x, and 

yEdom(g_,)-X, there is a clan Y ofdom(g_,) such that IXn YI= IX/- 1. 

Proof of Claim 2. X is a subset of dom(g_,). By Lemma 5.13, there are two disjoint 

clans, Y, and Y, , of g _ y , such that X n Y, and X n Y, is a nontrivial partition of X. At 

most one of {Y,, Yz} may contain x; without loss of generality, assume Y, does not 

contain x. Y,nX is a clan of both g_x and gey, by Lemma 5.15 (1). By Claim 1, 

IY,nXJ=l. Thus, IY,nXI=IXI-1. 

Claim 3. Let x be a member of dam(g). If X is a nontrivial clan of g_x, then X contains 

a clan of gex that has IX]- 1 elements. 

Proof of Claim 3. Follows from Claim 2 and Lemma 5.14. 

Claim 4. For any xcdom(g), if X is a nontrivial clan in g-x such that 1x123, and 

yEdom(g-,)-X, then there is a clan Y of g-x that consists of x and 1X1-1 elements 

OfX. 
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Proof of Claim 4. By Claim 2, there is a clan Y’ of g-y that contains (X I- 1 elements 

of X. If Y’ does not contain x, then by Lemma 5.15 (1) Y’ n X is a nontrivial clan of 

g-x and g--yr a contradiction by Claim 1. Y’ contains x and IX I- 1 elements of X. 

If Y’-(Xu{x}) is empty, Claim 4 is satisfied. Otherwise, Y’ contains elements of 

dam(g)-(Xv {x}). By Claim 3, Y’ contains a clan of g_,,, Y”, such that 1 Y’- Y” = 1. 

Y” must contain x for the same reason that Y” must contain x. If Y’- Y” consists of 

a member of X, then X - Y” is a nontrivial clan of both gMx and g _y by Lemma 5.15 

(2), a contradiction. Thus, Y’- Y” consists of an element of &m(g)-(Xu{x)). 

Applying this argument recursively to Y” eventually gives a clan of g_? that satisfies 

the claim. 

To prove Lemma 5.16, we observe that by Lemma 5.13, there is a partition of 

dom(g_,) into two clans of gmx. Let X’ be the larger of the two. Since k>3, 
I dam(g) I >, 6, and dom( g -J has at least five elements. Thus, ( X’ I > 3. By Claim 3, there 

isaclanXofg_,suchthatIXI=3.Lety,zEdom(g_,)-X.ByClaim4,thereisaclan 

Yin g_-y and a clan Z in g_= that each consist of x and two elements of X. I YnZl> 2, 

Y does not contain z, and Z does not contain y. By Lemma 5.15 (l), Yn Z is 

a nontrivial clan of both g _y and g _=, contradicting Claim 1. q 

Theorem 5.2 now follows immediately from Lemmas 5.8 and 5.16, giving the main 

result of this section. 

6. Future work 

O(n + ma(m, n)) and O(n + m) algorithms [27,1 S] have recently been developed for 

computing the prime tree family of an undirected graph, and O(n’), algorithms 

[7,17,23] are known for computing the prime tree family for graphs and 2-structures. 

Miihring [20] gives a proof that the decomposition for k-ary relations may be solved 

within a time bound that is at least polynomial in n and k, and his proof generalizes 

easily to k-structures. Other than this result, the efficiency of decomposition algo- 

rithms on k-structures is an open question. 

The decomposition and hereditary theorems for 2-structures have been generalized 

to 2-structures on infinite domains [15]. We have restricted our study to k-structures 

on finite domains, so the generalization of our results to k-structures on infinite 

domains is still an open question. 

Theorem 5.1 shows that every strongly primitive 2-structure has a primitive 

substructure on at least n - 2 nodes. Bonizzoni [3] and Schmerl and Trotter [24] have 

shown that this is the tightest possible lower bound, by giving examples of primitive 

2-structure such that no set of n- 1 nodes induces a primitive substructure. We have 

shown that n - 2 is not a lower bound for k-structures, and our example shows that, in 

general, the lower bound cannot exceed n- k+2. On the other hand, Theorem 5.2 

shows that n-k is a lower bound. It is an open problem whether n-k, n-k + 1, or 

n-k + 2 is the tightest possible lower bound. 
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